San Diego County
Resources and Materials


FAQs and Fact Sheets

- 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Flyer
- CDC—10 Things You Can Do to Manage Your Health at Home (3/7/20)
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | English
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Spanish
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Chinese
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Arabic
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Farsi
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Korean
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Tagalog
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Vietnamese
- COVID-19 Fact Sheet | Japanese

Posters and Postcards

- COVID-19 Poster | English
- COVID-19 Poster | Spanish
- CDPH Coronavirus Alert Poster | English
- CDPH Coronavirus Alert Poster | Spanish
- CDPH Coronavirus Alert Poster | Simplified Chinese
- CDPH Coronavirus Alert Poster | Arabic
- CDPH COVID-19 Poster | English
- COVID-19 Postcard | English
- COVID-19 Postcard | Spanish

Cleaning Guidance

- County of San Diego Coronavirus COVID-19 Disinfection Guidance | English
- County of San Diego Coronavirus COVID-19 Disinfection Guidance | Spanish
- County of San Diego Coronavirus COVID-19 Food Facility Guidance | English
- County of San Diego Coronavirus COVID-19 Food Facility Guidance | Spanish
Videos

COVID-19: Be Prepared
How to Wash Your Hands Correctly
County Public Health Lab Now Able to Test for New Coronavirus

Hand-washing Stations

*mapped locations are pending review from city partners
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